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Tube Cutter

Copper pipe...1/8" ~ 1.1/4" (4 ~32mm)
Length...133mm
Spring embedded in blade shaft.
Patent pending special roller enables very 
few burrs.
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Item no. TA560AG

Due to the special roller (placed directly                 
below the blade), very few burrs come 
out.
During operation, the blade will not sink 
into the 　copper pipe.
Can also cut slightly deformed copper pipes.

Spring is embedded within
the inner blade shaft!!

The indicators helps cut different size          
tubes without over-tightening and crashing 
the tubes.

Can cut easily without
over-tightening!!

The titan coated blades decreases friction with 
copper tubes,which makes cutting easier and 
prevents the blades from wearing off  easily.

Sharp,durable titan coated blades!!

With the wall 
thickness of 
copper pipe 
 1.0～1.5mm

With the wall 
thickness of 
copper pipe 
0.5～0.8mm
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Can easily fit the copper tube into the tube 
cutter with this easy to grab handle!! 

Easy to grab thick handle
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Can replace the blade quickly and efficiently and no time is lost!!

Replacement blades embedded
inside the handle!!
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◆Can cut 4 ~32mm copper pipes with just
   this one amazing tube cutter!!
◆A spring is embedded so prevents the blade
   from digging into copper tube.

Features:

Tube Cutter

Applicable copper pipe external diameter...3～32mm
Maximum thickness...3mm
Can be used to cut both stainless and steel pipes by 
changing blade
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Item no. TA560A

Large Size Tube Cutter

Applicable to copper pipe external diameter... 6 ~ 60mm 
(1/4" ~ 2.3/8")
Maximum thickness...3mm
Attached with 1 spare blade
Length...191mm
Equipped with chamfering cutter and spare blade.
Can clamp tube easily with the quick action function.
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Item no. TA560BC

Mini Tube Cutter

Applicable copper pipe external diameter...
3～16mm
Maximum thickness...3mm
Can sever such thin copper pipes as capillary tubes.
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Item no. TA560H

 Copper Pipe Deburring Tool 
 (with File)

Crank Remar

Applicable copper pipe diameter...
1/8"～7/8"(3～22mm)
Equipped with a finish file.
The five blades will deburr the copper 
pipe evenly. 
Patent pending.
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Item no. TA530

The swarf will enter the
copper pipe.
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Be careful to prevent the swarf from entering the copper
pipe during reaming work.
Finish work by using the file to deburr the copper
pipe.

Scraper
Item no.

Applicable for...metal, aluminum, copper, 
brass, cast metal, plastic
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TA520ABItem no.

Hand Deburring Tool Item no.

Size...1/8" ~ 5/8"
Length...205mm
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TA535M-1Item no.

File
Item no.

After using the reamer, use this file to 
smoothen the cutting surface.
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TA530YItem no.

Copper pipe
edge down

Copper pipe
edge up

Withiout burr left inner surface of 
the tube,ss if it is finished by knife.

Spare Blade for
TA520CR(1 Piece)

Item no. TA520CR

If you do not remove burr , there is a possibility of gas leakage.
Removing burr is one of important job. Remer can remove burr completely.

Applicable copper pipe...1/4 ~ 5/8
Spare Blade...TA520CR-10
Can deburr easily and quickry
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Crank Type enable to rotate 
contiuously and quickly without 
fatigue of the wrist.

TA520CR-10Item no.

Tube Cutter & Deburing Tools

Movie


